The low-lying' positive-parity states of doubly even titanium isotopes are analyzed with the classical semimicroscopic model which involves the coupling of a two-proton cluster to the corresponding vibrational cores. The calculated energy-level sequence and electromagnetic properties compare favorably with experiment although no attempt to the best fit to individual properties was pursued. Comparison with calculated values with other models is also performed.
The success obtained with the classical semimicroscopic model' when applied to some nuclei of the 1f-2P shell' has encouraged us to explore the possibilities of its applications to even-mass titanium isotopes which are expected to be adequately described by this model. In the classical semimicroscopic model (SMM) these nuclei can be analyzed in terms of the coupling of a. twoproton cluster to the corresponding vibrational cores.
In the present investigation, both 
where j&=-n& l& j; with n, j and l being the principal, orbital and angular momentum quantum numbers of each particle; IJM~& is the state vectors of the two-proton cluster with J representing the total angular momentum; INRM"& (fv/2, f)/2)2, 00) (f7/2, f)/2) 2, 24) (f7/2, P3/2)2, 00) (fv /2, P3/2)2, 24) 20 (f7/2 fv/2)0, 20) lated electromagnetic properties. The experimental Q('2+) value is correctly achieved. However, the E2 transitions from the '2, '4, and '6 levels to the ground states are systematically predicted at larger values than the experimental ones. It is natural to think that this difficulty would be overcome with the use of other values for the effective proton and vibrator charges. However, due to the fact that the gross trend in these values is reflected by our calculations no attempt to the best fit was pursued.
The lifetimes' and the branching ratios" are in general reasonably accounted for.
D. The 52Ti nucleus
The experimentally observed positive-parity level sequence of "Ti is shown in Fig. 4(A) (Refs. 27, 28) and compared with the results of our calculations t Fig. 4(B) ] and with those of shell-model calculations" [Fig. 4(C) ]. In Table   VI Table I ), which were smoothly varied, from one nucleide to another, within rea. sonable limits. It should also be emphasized that no attempt to best fit individual properties was pursued since our scope was delimited by the "physics" of the problem under investigation rather than by the search for the "best set" of the parameters involved.
It seems important to recall that our calculations predict (and Qn the other hand, inspection of Table II shows that the '0, '2, '4, '0, and '2 levels are mainly built on the (f,~, )'0 pair coupled to zero-, one-, and two-phonon states. A point which deserves special attention is that the '-6 
